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1. Probe Audit 

To make compliance easier, we have updated the content of Probe Audit, Probe IFRS Recognition and Measurement 

and Probe IFRS for SME Recognition and Measurement with valuable feedback from our content provider, responding 

to some of the key findings in the latest inspection report of regulators, as well as valuable feedback from our customers.  

1.1. Content improvements  

Content improvements inter alia include: 

1.1.1. Planning 

1.1.1.1. Risk Record button 

 
• When the user records a fraud risk using the Risk record button, the tick mark in the significant risk column will 

now be selected automatically to make compliance with ISA 315.28(a) easier.  The user has the option to 
override it.   

• The considerations of ISA315.28 have also been added to the risk record button. 
 

                    

1.1.1.2. 10.51 Types and volumes of transactions/Income and expenditure  

 
Added a consideration to Systems of each section under Income and expenditure for the user to consider whether 
the process for that relevant class of transaction and related business process is significant to the financial statements.    
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1.1.1.3. 10.51 Types and volumes of transactions/Revenue:   

The user is now prompted to select the different source documents from where the different sales transactions 
originate, if applicable.  The description of the source documents will pull through to procedures on 60.10, including 
the completeness and cut-off procedures, to prompt the user to consider the different categories of revenue. 

 

          

1.1.1.4. 10.51 Types and volumes of transactions/Cost of Sales:   

The user is now prompted to select the different source documents, if applicable, from where the different purchase 
transactions originate.  The description of the source documents will pull through to procedures on 62.10, including 
the completeness and cut-off procedures, to prompt the user to consider the different categories of purchases. 

          

 
                    
 

1.1.2. Execution 

1.1.2.1. Procedures relating to completeness were moved from “Extended tests of detail” to “Required procedures”.   

1.1.2.2. Procedures relating to cut-off were moved from “Extended tests of detail” to “Required procedures”. 

1.1.2.3. When the user selects “Extended analytical procedures” in 12.20 as part of their audit response, the relevant work 
program now includes the requirements of ISA 520.5 to consider when designing and performing substantive 
analytical procedures. 

1.1.2.4. Accounting estimates 
 

• A consideration was added to “Accounting estimates, including fair value estimate” in 10.51 that prompts the 
user to document how management identified those transactions where estimates are required and how the 
estimates are made.  The user can document the response in the description column. 

• When the user records a significant risk and selects “Accounting estimates, including fair value estimate” in 10.51, 
procedures will now be included in the “Significant risk response” tab of the relevant work program that address 
the requirements of ISA540.15.  The user must still record the relevant risk as a significant risk to ensure that the 
relevant significant risk correctly pulls through to 11.61 Controls over significant risk, 12.20 Audit plan and 
strategy, the relevant work program and 02.00 Partner sign-off (for premium users only). 
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1.1.2.5. Related parties.  Added a procedure to the “Required procedures” tab in 71.10 for the instance where the auditor 
identified undisclosed or unidentified related parties. The procedure will not appear in 71.10 under Required 
procedures for the Premium users as it is already included in the extended conclusion in each work program. 

1.1.2.6. Procedures relating to material trade discount, settlement discount, volume rebate or other rebate transactions were 
added to 60.10 Revenue and 62.10 Cost of Sales. 

1.1.2.7. 50.10 Taxation   

The procedures relating to deferred tax will appear on 50.10 Taxation, even if the tax balance is zero to provide for 
the instance where the entity has an assessed loss and a zero tax balance.    

1.1.2.8. Impairment.   Audit procedures relating to the impairment of monetary assets were revised and extended.   The 
following procedures will appear on relevant work programs as required procedures. 

• The client assessed whether there was any objective evidence that an asset or group of assets may be impaired. 

• Consider whether any other impairment indicators were identified during the engagement that could indicate an 
impairment of an asset.   

1.1.3. Finalisation 

1.1.3.1. 02.00 Partner Sign off.   Added procedures to confirm that:  

• Differences of opinion that arose were resolved according to the firm’s policies and procedures. 

• Required consultations took place and were implemented. 
  

Further details of the changes are available for existing users in Annexure A “What’s New Probe Version 2017.20.13 – Audit, Review 

and Compilation” 

2. Probe Audit - IFRS Recognition and Measurement 

2.1. Compliance changes 

2.1.1. 50.10 Taxation.  Added new and revised procedures due to the revised IAS12 effective for year ends commencing on 
or after 1 January 2017. 

2.2. Content improvements 

Improvements inter alia include: 

2.2.1. With regards to Property, plant and equipment the following procedures were added to 20.10:  

• Review the list of PPE and/or the fixed asset register for fully depreciated assets. 

• Verify the reasonableness of the residual value determined by management. 

2.2.2. The following procedures will now appear on the relevant work program(s) under Required procedures when 
impairment on 10.51 is selected... 

• Ensure that management has made an assessment of whether or not there is an indication of impairment of 

assets (that are not carried at fair value) at reporting date. 

• Review any impairment indicators identified during the engagement and investigate if assets should be impaired. 

 

Further details of the changes are available for existing users in Annexure B “What’s New Probe Version 2017.20.13 – IFRS and IFRS 

for SME Recognition and Measurement”. 
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3. Probe Audit - IFRS for SME Recognition and Measurement 

3.1. Compliance changes 

With the release of Probe Version 2016.20.23 in June 2017, the module was updated with new and revised procedures relating to 
the revised International Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities (hereafter referred to as IFRS for SMEs) 
effective for year ends commencing on or after 1 January 2017.  Key changes to the recognition and measurement of items inter alia 
include: 

 

• The revised standard allows for classes of property, plant and equipment to be carried at fair value, whereas the 2009 IFRS for 

SME standard only permitted the cost model.   Changes were made to 20.10 Property, plant and equipment as well as 10.51 

Types and Volumes of transactions. 

• Tax and deferred tax treatments per the revised IFRS for SME standard are now aligned with treatment of IAS 12 Income Taxes.  

Changes were made to 50.10 Taxes and levies. 

• If the useful life of goodwill or another intangible asset cannot be established reliably the useful life shall be determine based 

on management’s best estimate but shall not exceed ten years.  Changes were made to 23.10 Intangible assets. 

The new and revised audit procedures relating to the revised IFRS for SME Standard will appear in your engagement file if the year-

end captured in CaseWare commences on or after 1 January 2017.  Provision is not made for early adoption. 

 The updated module includes the references to the revised IFRS for SME standard.  Detail of the instances where the reference to the 

IFRS for SME standard effective for year ends commencing on or after 1 January 2017 differs from the 2009 IFRS for SME standard is 

summarized in the document “Probe IFRS for SME Recognition and Measurement Module Standard references”.   You can obtain the 

document by using the link on 10.20 Engagement Evaluation when you have selected “IFRS for SME” as your financial reporting 

framework.  

 

 We advise that you include the document in your engagement file when you perform an audit of a year end prior to the new standard’s 

effective date to reflect that you are addressing the applicable standard.   

3.2. Content improvements 

Further detail of the changes is available for existing users in Annexure B “What’s New Probe Version 2017.20.13 – IFRS and IFRS for 

SME Recognition and Measurement” 

4. Probe Review 

4.1. Content improvements 

4.1.1. Execution 

4.1.1.1. 10.70 Areas that are likely to be misstated 
 
The user will now have the option to select Current tax balance, Deferred tax balance and Taxation as an “Areas 
likely to be misstated” even if there is a zero tax balance to provide for the instance where the entity has an 
assessed loss and a zero tax balance.   
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4.1.2. Finalisation 

4.1.2.1. 02.00 Partner Sign off.   Added procedures to confirm that:  

• Differences of opinion that arose were resolved according to the firm’s policies and procedures, and 

• Required consultations took place and were implemented. 

 
Further detail of the changes is available for existing users in Annexure A “What’s New Probe Version 2017.20.13 – Audit, Review 

and Compilation” 

5. Probe Compilation 

5.1. Content improvements 

5.1.1. 07.51 Current liabilities compilation program    

The procedures and sub procedures relating to taxation will appear even if there is a zero tax balance to provide for 
the instance where the entity has an assessed loss and a zero tax balance. 

6. New CaseWare Working Papers features  

The following new features in CaseWare Working Papers 2017 could be of particular relevance to Audits, Reviews and 
Compilations. 

6.1. Roles 

To aid in the review process, a new “Document ready for review when” option can be assigned to roles to signal when a 
document is ready for review.   Select Tools/Options/Roles 
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Roles can be set by firms and will be available with creation of new engagement files.  If firms want to deploy these roles 
to existing engagement files, users should be instructed to update the roles. 

6.2. Filters 

 
Filter Manager now includes a Ready to Review option.  Enabling this option sets the filter to display only documents 
ready to review. 

 

              
 
 

6.3. Interface 

Navigating quickly between pages is now possible from the View tab when viewing a PDF document in the internal viewer.   
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6.4. Deliverable dates – due date 

A new deliverable property has been added to documents to help identify document as client deliverables and track when 
they are due. 
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Contact Us 
 

Main Contact Details 

Adapt IT Reception +27 11 507 0000 

 

Help Desk Direct Extension  

CaseWare Working Papers +27 11 507 0101 

CaseWare Time +27 11 507 0102 

TaxWare +27 11 507 0103 

SecWare +27 11 507 0104 

E-mail CQS Support support@casewareafrica.com 

 
Other Important Details 

Register at https://success.casewareafrica.com/ for easy access to frequently asked questions, upgrades, downloads and technical 
documentation. 

Email us at info@casewareafrica.com regarding: 

Feedback 

Ideas on service or products 

Product information 

Account or license information 

Any other queries 

 

Follow us 

 
CaseWare Africa – South Africa 

 
CaseWare Africa – South Africa  

 
CaseWare Africa – South Africa 

 
CaseWare Africa – South Africa 

 

 

https://success.casewareafrica.com/
https://www.facebook.com/CaseWareSA/?ref=bookmarks
https://twitter.com/?lang=en
https://m.youtube.com/user/CQSTechnology
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/58415/

